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Indigenizing Education
Transformative Research, Theories, and Praxis
Jeremy Garcia, University of Arizona; Valerie Shirley, University of Arizona; Hollie Anderson Kulago,
Penn State University
2022. Paperback 978-1-64802-690-4 $45.99. Hardcover 978-1-64802-691-1 $85.99. eBook
978-1-64802-692-8 $74.

Indigenizing Education: Transformative Research, Theories, and Praxis brings various scholars, educators, and community
voices together in ways that reimagines and recenters learning processes that embody Indigenous education rooted in
critical Indigenous theories and pedagogies. The contributing scholar-educators speak to the resilience and strength
embedded in Indigenous knowledges and highlight the intersection between research, theories, and praxis in Indigenous
education. Each of the contributors share ways they engaged in transformative praxis by activating a critical Indigenous
consciousness with diverse Indigenous youth, educators, families, and community members. The authors provide pathways
to reconceptualize and sustain goals to activate agency, social change, and advocacy with and for Indigenous peoples as
they enact sovereignty, selfeducation, and Native nation-building.
The chapters are organized across four sections, entitled Indigenizing Curriculum and Pedagogy, Revitalizing and
Sustaining Indigenous Languages, Engaging Families and Communities in Indigenous Education, and Indigenizing
Teaching and Teacher Education. Across the chapters, you will observe dialogues between the scholar-educators as they
enacted various theories, shared stories, indigenized various curriculum and teaching practices, and reflected on the
process of engaging in critical dialogues that generates a (re)new(ed) spirit of hope and commitment to intellectual and
spiritual sovereignty. The book makes significant contributions to the fields of critical Indigenous studies, critical and
culturally sustaining pedagogy, and decolonization.
CONTENTS: Series Foreword—Research for Social Justice: Personal~Passionate~Participatory Inquiry, Ming Fang He
and JoAnn Phillion. Introduction, Jeremy Garcia and Valerie Shirley. Acknowledgments, Ahxe’hee (Dine)/Kwa’kwha (Hopi).
SECTION I: INDIGENIZING CURRICULUM AND PEDAGOGIES. Native Intellectualism Through Indigenous Social
Justice Pedagogy: Learning as a Critical and Heartfelt Engagement, Valerie Shirley. Transformative Praxis: I Have 180
Days With These Kids ... the Community Has Them for Life, Samuel Tenakhongva. Restorying Lessons Learned From a
High School Native American Literature Classroom, Timothy San Pedro and Andrea Box. The Hawaiian Culture-Based
Education Movement: Advancing Native Hawaiian Students in Public P–12 Schools Through an Indigenous Framework,
Walter Kahumoku III. Transformative Praxis: Rooted in Home “Before” Looking Elsewhere, Monica A. Ka‘imipono Kaiwi.
SECTION II: REVITALIZING AND SUSTAINING INDIGENOUS LANGUAGE. Teaching for Ho zho and Wo lakhota:
Relationships, Wellness, and Language Revitalization at the Native American Community Academy, Tiffany S. Lee.
Transformative Praxis: Wo lakhota—Reclaiming Language and Unlocking Identity, Anpao Duta Flying Earth.
Chikashshanompaat Bí lli’ya: The Chickasaw Language Is Forever, Kari A. B. Chew. Transformative Praxis: Keeping the
Fire Burning: The Impact of Community Indigenous Language Teachers in the Classroom, Michelle Scaggs Cooke.
Educational Leaders Centering Yuuyaraq and Asserting Rhetorical Sovereignty to Support Youth Development, Linguistic
Survivance, and Climate Change Adaptation, Ataugg’araq Grant Kashatok and Leisy Wyman. Hopilavayit aw
Naa’aya’tiwqam, Those Who Have Chosen to Attend to the Hopi Language: Storying “The Making of an Indigenous
Language Teacher”, Bernita Duwahoyeoma, Ada Curtis, and Sheilah E. Nicholas. SECTION III: ENGAGING FAMILIES
AND COMMUNITIES IN INDIGENOUS EDUCATION. Centering Indigenous Philosophies of Community in Family,
Community, and School Engagement, Hollie Anderson Kulago and Tsiehente Herne. Engaging Native Families in CoCreating Meaningful Educational Opportunities as a Community, Danielle R. Lansing. Transformative Praxis: Cherished
Hopes: Building a Relationship With Families for Success, Vibeka Mitchell. Indigenizing Place-Based Education in Early
Learning: Co-Creating Curriculum With Indigenous Communities at a Tribal College, Nahrin Aziz. Transformative Praxis:
Indigenizing Education in Early Learning: Connecting Curriculum to Community, Oomagelees (Cynthia Wilson).
Community-Centered Digital Storywork to Revitalize Indigenous Knowledges, Christine Rogers Stanton. Transformative
Praxis: Piikani Digital StoryWork: Community-Centered Digital Stories in Practice, Brad Hall, Cinda Burd-Ironmaker, and
Eric Cox. SECTION IV: CLOSING SECTION: INDIGENIZING TEACHING AND TEACHER EDUCATION. Conclusion:
A Call to Action: Indigenous Teaching and Teacher Education, Keiki Kawai‘ae‘a, Jeremy Garcia, renée holt, Ac’aralek Lolly
Carpluk, and Valerie Shirley. About the Editors. About the Contributors and Artist.

Queer Multicultural Social Justice Education
Curriculum (and Identity) Development Through Performance
Michelle Lynn Knaier, Purdue University
2021. Paperback 978-1-64802-443-6 $45.99. Hardcover 978-1-64802-444-3 $85.99. eBook
978-1-64802-445-0 $74.

In Queer Multicultural Social Justice Education: Curriculum (and Identity) Development Through Performance, I take a
pragmatic approach sharing my intimate journey, my stories, and myself with you—the reader—as I actively perform and
model the development of queer explorations (i.e., lessons) and curriculum.
I begin this journey with three accessible histories of multicultural education, queer perspectives, and autoethnography,
respectively. These easy-to-navigate stories provide you with important background knowledge, highlighting the evolution
of, commonalities between, and need for each discipline, along with their connection to identity and identity awareness as
a form of social justice practice and advancement. Next, I share and perform the nine explorations developed for this
project, collectively titled Queer Explorations of Identity Awareness. Modeling for you in practical terms how to queer
curriculum and its development, I openly examine my raw performances, discuss my personal and analytical reflections,
and embrace my own personal experiences and revelations that occurred throughout this project. Finally, I close with a
creative, reflective, and story-like analysis of the process that includes a call to action from you to share your stories as a
way of knowing yourself—and others—as a form of social justice education and advancement.
This book is intended for all formal and informal educators interested in performing and developing queer multicultural
social justice curriculum and practices. Inspired by Ayers (2006), I invite you on this “voyage” with “hope and urgency” (p.
83). It is time we share our stories as a form of curriculum, activism, and coming together.
CONTENTS: Abstract. Dedication Page. Series Foreword: Foreword, Kathryn M. Obenchain. Acknowledgments. Preface.
Introduction. PART I: AWARENESS OF SELF (AND OTHERS): A COMMON THREAD CHAPTER 1: Multicultural
Education. CHAPTER 2: Queer Perspectives. CHAPTER 3: Queer(ing) Critical Autoethnography. PART II: QUEER
EXPLORATIONS OF IDENTITY AWARENESS: QUEER CURRICULUM DEVELOPMENT THROUGH
PERFORMANCE EXPLORATION 1: Why Queer Curriculum? EXPLORATION 2: How Do You Identify? EXPLORATION 3:
Intersectionality Within Activism and Support Groups. EXPLORATION 4: Socioeconomic Status and the Arts.
EXPLORATION 5: Religion and Mortality. EXPLORATION 6: Gender and/or Sexual Orientation and Violence Awareness
and Prevention. EXPLORATION 7: Race and/or Ethnicity and (Hi)story and Heritage. EXPLORATION 8: Exceptionality and
Digital Technology. EXPLORATION 9: Creating a Queer Multicultural Social Justice Teaching Philosophy. PART III:
REFLECTIVE ANALYSIS AND DISCUSSION CHAPTER 4: Queer Curriculum Development. CHAPTER 5: Our Stories
Continue. Bibliography. Appendix: Curriculum Draft: Queer Explorations of Identity Awareness, Michelle L. Knaier. About
the Author.

Culturally Responsive Pedagogy
Promising Practices for African American Male Students
Dennisha Murff, Murff Consulting Group
2020. Paperback 978-1-64113-916-8 $45.99. Hardcover 978-1-64113-917-5 $85.99. eBook
978-1-64113-918-2 $74.

In Culturally Responsive Pedagogy: Promising Practices for African American Male Students, I take us on a journey into
teachers’ perceptions of the impact of implementing culturally responsive pedagogical (CRP) practices on the student
learning outcomes of African American male students. The book also helps to identify teachers’ perceptions of the CRP
strategies needed in the elementary school setting to address the diverse needs of African American male students. I share
the story of educators from a large, diverse elementary school in an urban school district, who have made it their mission
to provide African American male students with culturally responsive learning environments where they can thrive.
Throughout the book, I make it clear that the implementation of CRP practices has a direct impact on the student learning
outcomes of African American male students.
The book provides additional research into the existing literature on CRP practices. Through a case study approach, my

work allows for additional insight into the potential impact of CRP practices on the student learning outcomes of African
American male students in an urban elementary school setting. The book takes us on a journey of highs and lows, ups and
downs, and failures and successes. Throughout the book, rich, detailed stories and descriptions are shared based on
classroom observations, interviews, and student learning outcomes collected from three elementary school teachers from
diverse backgrounds and various years of experience. Classroom observations were conducted using the Culturally
Responsive Instruction Observation Protocol™ (CRIOP) instrument to assess the practices being implemented in the
classroom. As I focused on the hard realities that face African American male students in today’s classrooms, I identified
six emerging themes, including one overarching emerging theme, and three promising practices that surfaced during my
research. The CRP practices implemented proved helpful toward increasing learning outcomes for African American male
students, and, ultimately, closing the achievement gap.
As an African American educator, I have been able to see how the lack of culturally responsive practices creates learning
obstacles for African American male students. These learning obstacles continue to plague a group that has been
historically marginalized in our society. The implementation of CRP practices provides educators with an avenue to remedy
a social justice issue that has plagued our nation for years. The information shared in this book can be beneficial for all
those invested in closing the achievement gap and increasing student learning outcomes through the use of culturally
responsive practices, including pre-service and in-service teachers, administrators, caregivers, community advocates,
educational researchers, and policy makers.
CONTENTS: Series Foreword: Research for Social Justice: Personal~Passionate~Participatory Inquiry. Foreword.
Acknowledgments. Preface. List of Tables. List of Figures. CHAPTER 1: Achievement Gap and the Need for Culturally
Responsive Pedagogy. CHAPTER 2: What is Culturally Responsive Pedagogy? CHAPTER 3: Neverland Elementary School’s
Journey. CHAPTER 4: Promising Practices for African American Male Students. CHAPTER 5: Endless Possibilities.
Afterword: A Letter to My African American “Sons”. Definitions of Terms. References.

The Blab of the Paved
"Bad Kids" and the School They Called Family
Jeff Spanke, Ball State University
2020. Paperback 978-1-64113-978-6 $45.99. Hardcover 978-1-64113-979-3 $85.99. eBook
978-1-64113-980-9 $74.

This narrative ethnography adopts an aesthetic lens to relay the various lived experiences of a non-traditional, Midwestern
public high school during its final year in its original building. Extending upon previous research of high school dropouts, I
examine how this one particular high school incorporated a self-paced curriculum with a focus on “family” to address the
unique learning needs of students at risk of not graduating. By employing elements of grounded theory, narrative inquiry,
and autoethnography, I share the stories of Walgut High School’s (a pseudonym) roughly sixty students as they struggle to
navigate their respective roles in a dominant cultural narrative to which they’ve never felt like they belonged. Through the
extensive and organic voices of the primary participants—as well as my observations of my own participation in the school
culture over the course of a year—this project serves to offer insights not only into the school experiences of marginalized
adolescents, but also into Walgut’s myriad successes and failures. In particular, this piece highlights the vitality of
unconditionally caring or “hospitable” teachers (Derrida, 2000), while ultimately questioning the presumed utility of a high
school diploma. The story concludes not by lauding the alternative mine created for Walgut’s canaries, but by questioning
the purpose and stability of all scholastic minds.
As American schools continue making strides to accommodate and support the complex and oftentimes contradictory
needs of their students, what it means to succeed as a teacher in (and prepare teachers for) these diversified, inclusive
learning spaces is growing increasingly complicated. Indeed, given the shifting paradigm of American public education,
teacher preparation programs must continue to adapt their practices and philosophies in order to equip their teacher
candidates with the skills needed not only to thrive but also find purpose and meaning in schools similar to this project’s
Walgut. While this book doesn’t claim to offer any answers to the myriad questions concerning the future of public schools,
it does endeavor to offer a springboard from which all education stakeholders can continue engaging in healthy and
productive discussions of how best to prepare students (and teachers) for autonomous, democratic, curious, creative, and
compassionate citizenship both in and apart from their academic communities. To this end, rather than write from a
detached, traditionally academic vantage, I have sought in these pages to compose from a personal (albeit limited),
passionate (albeit subjective) and participatory (albeit someone marginalized) perspective. In my pursuit of social justice
for the characters of Walgut High School, I begin first by exposing my own privileged role in perpetuating injustice. Only
through recognizing and naming our own demons can we ever begin to exorcize the System writ large. Thus, in this book’s

lack, there is possibility; in its futility, hope.
CONTENTS: Series Foreword: Research for Social Justice: Personal~Passionate~Participatory Inquiry. Preface. Prologue.
Introduction. CHAPTER 1: The Storm Brief. CHAPTER 2: Let the Monsters Out. CHAPTER 3: We Were Animals Once.
CHAPTER 4: Juror Number Four. CHAPTER 5: How Soon It May Be Too Late. CHAPTER 6: At the Foot of the Mountain.
Epilogue. References.

(Un)Learning to Teach Through Intercultural Professional
Development
Candace Schlein, University of Missouri‐Kansas City
2017. Paperback 9781641131315 $45.99. Hardcover 9781641131322 $85.99. eBook 9781641131339
$74.

This book comprises an examination of novice teachers’ experiences in schools and cultures of schooling across the
contexts of Hong Kong, Japan, and Canada. Drawing on narrative inquiry and arts-based approaches, this study employs
experience as a starting point for making sense of both professional and personal encounters in local and foreign settings.
This work thus sheds light on how people make sense of shifting landscapes in an era of increasing intercultural
communication and interaction while addressing important curricular implications of intercultural professional
development for equity and social justice.
CONTENTS: Acknowledgements. Series Forward, Ming Fang He and JoAnn Phillion. Prologue. Introduction: Blurring the
Lines. An Exploration of Narrative Inquiry as Phenomenon and Method: Alone on a Streetcar. Literature Review: Studying
the Landscape. The Landscapes of Japan and Hong Kong: Sinking into the Snow. Stories Lived in Canada: Passing Through
the Turnstile. Stories Lived in Hong Kong and Japan: Standing in the Middle of the Field. Stories of Canadian Reentry and
Re–Acculturation: Awake in My Apartment. Insights into Intercultural Experiences: A Circle of Women. Educational and
Societal Implications of Intercultural Experiences: (Un)Learning to Teach. Significance of the Study. Postscript.
References.

A Reader of Narrative and Critical Lenses on Intercultural
Teaching and Learning
Candace Schlein, University of Missouri‐Kansas City; Barbara Garii, St. Joseph's College Brooklyn
2016. Paperback 9781681236674 $45.99. Hardcover 9781681236681 $85.99. eBook 9781681236698
$74.

It has become increasingly critical for both novice and experienced educators to bring to their diverse classrooms a set of
dispositions, skills, and experiences that will enhance learning for all students, especially pupils from diverse cultural and
language backgrounds. Intercultural teaching experiences offer opportunities for teachers and student teachers to learn
about cultures and cultures of schooling via first‐hand interactions. In this way, intercultural teaching enables educators to
intertwine the personal, political, cultural, social, theoretical, and practical as a means of making important changes in
school and classroom life.
A Reader on Narrative and Critical Lenses of Intercultural Teaching and Learning offers readers a set of chapters that
highlights the work of researchers, educators, and teacher educators that displays new possibilities for ongoing teacher
development and positive social and educational changes. This book engages in critical and narrative exploration of
intercultural teaching, intercultural competence, and the relationship between the work of educators in different countries
and teaching for diversity. This text also accounts for international, intra‐cultural, and intercultural teaching beyond early
field experiences and student teaching programs by including the viewpoints of educators with these experiences.
Significantly, this book enhances the current dialogue on intercultural teaching and on intercultural competence with first‐
hand narrative accounts of life, teaching, and research in intercultural professional settings in order to bring to light
intricate understandings of this form of educator professional development. In addition, this text critically unpacks aspects
of intercultural teacher development and programs supporting such endeavors as they explicitly enhance educators’

capacities for personal, passionate, and participatory teaching and inquiry.
CONTENTS: Acknowledgements. Foreword: Shaping Intercultural Narrative and Critical Lenses, Candace Schlein and
Barbara Garii. SECTION I: INTERNATIONALIZATION OF TEACHER PREPARATION. Study Abroad and Coloniality:
Postglobal Teacher Educator Reflections, Jubin Rahatzad, Hannah L. Dockrill, and JoAnn Phillion. Intercultural Teaching
and Learning Through Study Abroad: Pedagogies of Discomfort, Oppositional Consciousness and Bridgework for Equity
and Social Justice in Education, Suniti Sharma. It Takes a Global Village: The Design of an Internship‐Based Teacher
Education Study Abroad Program, Helen A. Marx and David M. Moss. SECTION II: EXPANDED INTERCULTURAL
UNDERSTANDINGS OF PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATIONS AND ACCREDITATION STANDARDS. Advancing the
Internationalization of Teacher Education and Social Justice: The Critical Role of Professional Associations and Their
Members, Jennifer Mahon. Where Do We Go From Here?: Unintended Consequences of the Educational Reform Agenda
and the Diminution of Global Opportunities in Teacher Preparation Programs, Barbara Garii. SECTION III: EDUCATORS’
AND TEACHER EDUCATORS’ INTERCULTURAL EXPERIENCES. Finding Their Voice: Immigrant Teacher
Experiences in the U.S. Classroom, Supriya Baily, Dawn Hathaway, Margo E. Isabel, and Maria Katradis. Understanding
the Global in Teacher Education and Curriculum: Teaching and Learning Across Cultural Boundaries, David M. Callejo
Pérez and Ervin F. Sparapani. Transnational Adoption and the Implications of Social‐Political History: Connection to
Education and Social Justice, Kimberly J. Langrehr. Narrative and Critical Explorations of Voice in Intercultural
Experiences, Elaine Chan and Candace Schlein. SECTION IV: TECHNOLOGY AS A TOOL FOR INTERNATIONAL AND
INTERCULTURAL TEACHER PREPARATION. Shaping a Global Perspective: Digital Storytelling and Intercultural
Teaching and Learning, Martha R. Green, Lynne Masel Walters, and Tim Walters. “Inside People Are All the Same”: A
Narrative Study of an Intercultural Project With UAE and U.S. Preservice Teachers, Patience A. Sowa and Cynthia
Schmidt.

Internationalizing Teaching and Teacher Education for
Equity
Engaging Alternative Knowledges Across Ideological Borders
Jubin Rahatzad, Purdue University; Hannah Dockrill, Purdue University; Suniti Sharma, Saint Joseph's
University; JoAnn Phillion, Purdue University
2016. Paperback 9781681236605 $45.99. Hardcover 9781681236612 $85.99. eBook 9781681236629
$74.
In Internationalizing Teaching and Teacher Education for Equity: Engaging Alternative Knowledges Across Ideological
Borders, editors Jubin Rahatzad, Hannah Dockrill, JoAnn Phillion, and Suniti Sharma, present a collection of teacher
educators’ cross‐cultural perspectives on the formation of knowledge through the internationalization of teacher education.
Each chapter contributes to ongoing discussions about the process of internationalization in teacher education, and the
impact of crossing ideological boundaries on the practice of teaching and teacher education. The varied perspectives that
authors offer establish the importance of ideological travel as imperative to preparing internationally competent educators.
This collection seeks to engage readers in a variety of critical reflections on the often‐presumed benefits of
internationalization in teacher education. Through questioning the presumed benefits of globalization as a hegemonic
ideology, readers will encounter alternative perspectives that demonstrate the possibility of thinking otherwise. The
diverse perspectives available in this book broaden theory, research, and practice, working toward more critical spaces of
engagement with the process of internationalization. This collection intends to challenge the maintenance of the dominant
ideologies internationally through research from a multiplicity of backgrounds. Each chapter is informed by the authors’
commitment to an ethical practice within teacher education for the purpose of constructing equitable social relations,
understanding the process of internationalizing teacher education as a social justice movement. Opportunities and
challenges within international teacher education are offered to inspire meaningful praxis. Planetary understandings
inform readers through critical examinations of theory, research, and practice for the purpose of equitable social and
educational transformations.
CONTENTS: Series Foreword, Ming Fang He and JoAnn Phillion. Preface. Introduction: Teacher Education, Historical
Amnesia, and Thinking Otherwise, Jubin Rahatzad and Hannah Dockrill. Toward the Internationalization of Teacher
Education for Social Justice: Interrogating Our Relation to Difference in Between Here and There, Diane Watt. Preparing
Culturally Responsive Teachers: An Intercultural Developmental Approach, Helen Marx. In Search of Framework for
Teaching Global Citizenship and Social Justice, Anatoli Rapoport. Power, Privilege, and Study Abroad as “Spectacle”,
Sandro R. Barros. Teaching Social Justice Within Other Communities: Study Abroad Coordinators’ Perspectives on the
Impacts of Community Practice in Honduras, India, and Tanzania, Kadriye El‐Atwani. Community Schooling in Honduras: A
Simulated Dialogue With Freire, Dewey, and Pinar, Eloisa Rodriguez, Suniti Sharma, and JoAnn Phillion. Rethinking
Teachnology “Technology As a Public Good”: Examining the Korean Government’s Policy for Bridging Digital Inequality,
Sunnie Lee Watson. Sociocultural Alienation of Female International Students at a Predominantly White University,

Nastaran Karimi, Reiko Akiyama, and Yuwen Deng. Ethnic Minority Students in Hong Kong, Betty C. Eng. Professional
Development for “Professional Pedagogues”: Contradictions and Tensions in Reprofessionalizing Teachers in Cyprus,
Stavroula Philippou, Stavroula Kontovourki, and Eleni Theodorou. Across Cultural Boundaries: Immigrant Teachers As
Potential for Dialoguing, Inna Abramova. About the Editors. About the Contributors.

Beyond Retention
Cultivating Spaces of Equity, Justice, and Fairness for Women of Color in
U.S. Higher Education
Brenda L. H. Marina, Baltimore City Community College; Sabrina N. Ross, Georgia Southern
University
2016. Paperback 9781681234144 $45.99. Hardcover 9781681234151 $85.99. eBook 9781681234168
$74.
In Beyond Retention: Cultivating Spaces of Equity, Fairness, and Justice for Women of Color in U.S. Higher Education,
Brenda Marina and Sabrina N. Ross address the continued underrepresentation of women faculty of color at predominantly
White colleges and universities through a creative convergence of scholarship focused on intellectual activism and
structural change. Inspired by the African American oral tradition of call and response, this text illuminates the calls, or
personal narratives of women faculty of color who identify racialized, gendered, sexualized, and class-based challenges
associated with work in predominantly White institutions. Accounts of social justice-oriented strategies, policies, and
practices that support women faculty of color and reflections by women of color who are senior faculty members serve as
literal and metaphorical responses. The convergence of calls for social justice and equity-minded responses and reflections
in this text provide intellectual foundations for the development of higher education spaces where women faculty of color
can thrive.
Beyond Retention is a critical geographic project intended to identify and mitigate structures of oppression that act as
barriers to the full incorporation of women of color in predominantly White academic contexts. This text will be of interest
to scholars interested in curriculum topics of race, gender, sexuality, and place. The text offers strategies for coping and
success for women of color in doctoral programs, faculty positions, and mid-level administration positions within the
academy; as such, Beyond Retention will be a valuable addition to the reading libraries of each of these groups. Men and
women with interests in the experiences of educators of color within predominantly White contexts will also gain valuable
insights from this book, as will individuals interested in various areas of women studies, multicultural education, and
diversity.
Beyond Retention also provides accounts of practices and policies that have been successful in supporting the needs of
women faculty of color; knowledge gained from this text will be useful for higher education administrators seeking to
improve the campus climate for faculty of color. Additionally, human resource directors, equal opportunity specialists and
diversity trainers will find this text helpful when considering strategies for managing diversity.
CONTENTS: Series Foreword. Foreword, Sheila T. Gregory. Acknowledgments. INTRODUCTION: Where Do We Begin?
Brenda L. H. Marina and Sabrina N. Ross. SECTION I: SURVEYING THE LANDSCAPE: Ripple Effects and Shock
Waves: The Impact of a Black Female Faculty Member’s Open Letter to Her Institution, JeffriAnne Wilder. RESPONSE:
Courageous Actions: A Response to Ripple Effects and Shock Waves, Elena Flores. Walking the Tightrope of Academe With
No Net, Michelle D. Smith. RESPONSE: Lengthening Your Stride: Finding the Right Balance on the Tightrope, Patricia A.
Mitchell. SECTION II: LOCATING SAFE SPACES: I’d Rather Be Harriet: A Counterstory of Two Sister Scholars, Nadrea
R. Njoku and Juhanna N. Rogers. RESPONSE: Talking Back, Donyell Roseboro. Preparing to Lead: The Socialization of
Black Women for Faculty and Administrative Careers Through Graduate School, Jennifer M. Johnson, Tykeia N. Robinson,
Candice L. Staples, and Nina Daoud. RESPONSE: I Wish I Knew Then, What I Know Now: How to Build a Communal
Pipeline, Tara T. Green. SECTION III: BLURRING BOUNDARIES AND TROUBLING INTERSECTIONS: Soy Latina,
Donde Estas Mi Gente? Yvania Garcia-Pusateri. RESPONSE: Mentoring and Encouraging Professional Development for
Latinas and Other Women of Color, Ramona Ortega-Listen. Triple Threat: Multiple Identities in the Academy, Lakeisha
Meyer. RESPONSE: Commonalities, Contrasts, Challenges, and Commitments, Nina Asher. SECTION IV:
GEOGRAPHIES OF SILENCE AND VOICE: Who Speaks for Me? Learning to Resist With Marginalized Statuses in the
Academy, Jenelle Pitt. RESPONSE: Change Agents in the Academy: On Safe Spaces, Meaningful Advocacy, and Naming
the Leak in the Academic Pipeline, Carol Henderson. Putting an End to Outside Looking In: It’s Time for Women of Color in
Higher Education to Create Social Capital, Monica Burke. RESPONSE: We Cannot Do it Alone, Stacey Pearson-Wharton.
SECTION V: CULTIVATING HOMEPLACE: Balancing the Call to Serve: The Costs and Benefits of Leaving a Legacy in
the Academy, Tamara Bertrand Jones, La’Tara Osborne-Lampkin, and JeffriAnne Wilder. Expressing Civic Virtue Inside a
Crooked Room: A Call to Awareness for Women of Color at Predominantly White Institutions, Mahauganee Dawn Shaw.

Answer the Call, Brenda L. H. Marina. Where Do We Go From Here: Concluding Emerging Thoughts, Sabrina N. Ross and
Brenda L. H. Marina. About the Contributors. Subject Index.

Are You Mixed?
A War Bride’s Granddaughter’s Narrative of Lives In-Between Contested
Race, Gender, Class, and, Power
Sonia E. Janis, University of Georgia
2016. Paperback 9781681233871 $45.99. Hardcover 9781681233888 $85.99. eBook 9781681233895
$74.

In Are You Mixed?, Sonia Janis explores the spaces in-between race and place from the perspective of an educator who is
multi-racial. As she reflects on her own experiences as a seventh grade student up to her eventual appointment as a school
administrator, she learns of the complexity of situating oneself in predetermined demographic categories. She shares how
she explores the intricacies of undefined spaces that teach her to embrace differences, contradictions, and complexities in
schools, neighborhoods and communities.
Exploring the in-betweenness (Anzaldua & Keating, 2002; He, 2003, 2010) of her life as a multi-race person problematizes
imbedded notions of race, gender, class, and power. The power of this memoir lies in its narrative possibilities to capture
the contradictions and paradoxes of lives in-between race and place, “to honor the subtleties, fluidities, and complexities of
such experience, and to cultivate understanding towards individual ... experience and the multicultural/multiracial contexts
that shape and are shaped by such experience” (He, 2003, p. xvii). This memoir creates new ways to think about and write
about in-between experience and their relevance to multicultural and multiracial education.
Janis challenges educators, teachers, administrators, and policy makers to view the educational experience of students
with multiracial, multicultural, and multilingual backgrounds by shattering predetermined categories and stereotyped
classifications and looking into unknown and fluid realms of the in-betweenness of their lives. This challenge helps create
equitable and just opportunities and engender culturally responsive and inspiring curricular and learning environments to
bring out the best potential in all diverse schools, communities, neighborhoods, tribes and societies.
CONTENTS: Acknowledgments. Prologue. CHAPTER I: One-Half Polish, One-Quarter Russian, One-Quarter Japanese.
CHAPTER II: My (Non-White or White?) Friends. CHAPTER III: Three States and Six Schools. CHAPTER IV: Relocating to
the Segregated South. CHAPTER V: Culturally Clueless. CHAPTER VI: Multirace Stories as Curriculum. Epilogue.
Reference. About the Author.

Internationalizing Teacher Education for Social Justice
Theory, Research, and Practice
Suniti Sharma, Saint Joseph's University; JoAnn Phillion, Purdue University; Jubin Rahatzad, Purdue
University; Hannah L. Sasser, Purdue University
2014. Paperback 9781623966041 $45.99. Hardcover 9781623966058 $85.99. eBook 9781623966065
$74.

In Internationalizing Teacher Education for Social Justice: Theory, Research, and Practice, editors Suniti Sharma, JoAnn
Phillion, Jubin Rahatzad, and Hannah L. Sasser present a collection of personal, passionate, and participatory global
perspectives of teacher educators on internationalizing teacher education for social justice. The reader will encounter each
author’s personal and professional journey into global classrooms for internationalizing teacher education and supporting
future teachers in developing competencies necessary for addressing the academic needs of diverse K-12 classrooms. This
collection provides a broad, critical, and interpretive overview of shifts in U.S. and global perspectives to offer
transformative frameworks and strategies on preparing K-12 teachers to meet the complex demands for skills in the
twenty-first century. The global tenor of this book, framed by theory, research, and practice spanning several countries
provides a timely contribution to internationalizing teacher education for social justice in the twenty-first century. The
authors’ dedication to preparing teachers who have knowledge of world cultures and global issues, combined with a deep
commitment to social justice for promoting equity in education, informs each chapter. The authors take up the
internationalization of teacher education for social justice as both an opportunity and a challenge, transcending rhetoric to

meaningful action, situating their global understanding to inform readers of critical engagement with, and examination of,
theory, research, and practice for effecting social and educational change.
CONTENTS: Preface. Series Foreword—Research For Social Justice: Personal~Passionate~Participatory Inquiry, Ming
Fang He and JoAnn Phillion. Introduction: Internationalizing Teacher Education for Social Justice. Tōku Aotearoa
Hāerenga: Strengthening Social Justice in Teacher Education Through International Field Experiences, Angela M. Jaime.
International Immersion Experiences: Helping Preservice Teachers to Reconceptualize the Role of Poor Communities in
Education, Encarna Rodríguez. Perception of Place in Study Abroad Programs: An Experience for Personal and Intellectual
Growth, Genevieve Aglazor. Standing the Test of Time: Overseas Student Teaching’s Lasting Impact on Participants’
Perspectives and Practices, Olga N. Shonia and Laura L. Stachowski. Avoiding Future Hauntings? Teaching for Social
Justice in Higher Education in the Postcolonial Context of Hong Kong, Sheila Trahar. Selling Illusions? Achieving
“Intercultural Competence” as an Outcome of International Experiences for Preservice Teacher Candidates, Roopa Desai
Trilokekar and Zainab Kizilbash. The Possibilities of Intercultural Teaching Experiences for Teaching for Social Justice,
Candace Schlein. Strategies for Enhancing Intercultural Competence Across the Teacher Education Curriculum, Kenneth
Cushner. Cuban/U.S. Educational Boundaries: The Unspoken Political-Cultural Contexts of Research, Agendas, Barbara
Garii. Internationalizing Teacher Education Through Study Abroad: Crossing Borders, Building Bridges, and Raising
Consciousness Toward Social Justice, Suniti Sharma. About the Authors/Editors.

Canaries Reflect on the Mine
Dropouts' Stories of Schooling
Jeanne Cameron, Tompkins Cortland Community College
2012. Paperback 978-1-61735-998-9 $29.99. Hardcover 978-1-61735-999-6 $59.99. eBook
978-1-62396-000-1 $74.

In Canaries Reflect on the Mine: Dropouts’ Stories of Schooling, Jeanne Cameron invites the reader to see schooling and
early school leaving through the eyes of high school dropouts themselves. The transcendent desires revealed by this
research – to be known and valued, to learn with purpose and autonomy – are spoken with poignant clarity by the young
people who story these pages. This study offers a compelling and timely critique of the dominant, neoliberal discourse on
schooling and early school leaving. It challenges conventional wisdom about dropouts, and shows how the experiences and
needs of those who leave school early and those who persist to graduation are more similar than different. Collectively,
these young people’s stories evoke a canary-in-the-mine metaphor, one where the canaries exit and the miners remain.
They implore us to see the dropout crisis as a symptom of the alienating and dehumanizing school practices advanced by
No Child Left Behind and Race to the Top. More importantly, they offer a vision for schooling that lovingly embraces and
extends all students’ experiences, enriches their biographies, and celebrates and supports each of their talents and
purposes with equal passion. Pre-service and in-service teachers, educational researchers and policy makers,
administrators, and advocates for equitable and democratic schooling have much to learn from this book. Qualitative
researchers will find a powerful model for working collaboratively with youth to represent their experiences and to craft
solutions to the challenges they face. Students of sociology will discover a compelling illustration of C. Wright Mills’
sociological imagination and his charge to “take it big” by drawing connections between individual biographies and the
social and historical structures that frame lived experience. For professional social scientists, it embodies Mills’ challenge
to embrace the moral sensibilities required to understand and improve the human condition.
CONTENTS: Acknowledgements. Series Foreword. Foreword by William Schubert. Prologue. 1. Narrative Research and
Sociological Poetry. 2. Hannah: Pushing Back, Moving On. 3. Steve: A Gambler's Story. 4. Adel: Refusing to be Left Behind.
5. Cole: Making Money, Making Sense. 6. Isabel: “I pretty much felt like I wasn't even there.” 7. Iris: A Voice Not Heard. 8.
Ivan: Loss of Faith. 9. Canaries in the Mine. 10. Spin and Whisper. References. Notes.

Esperanza School
A Grassroots Community School in Honduras
Eloisa Rodriguez, Universidad Pedagogica Nacional Francisco Morazan
2012. Paperback 978-1-61735-689-6 $45.99. Hardcover 978-1-61735-690-2 $85.99. eBook
978-1-61735-691-9 $74.

In Esperanza School: A Grassroots Community School in Honduras, Eloisa Rodriguez takes us into the daily lived
experiences of members of a community school, Esperanza School, situated in a rural area in Honduras. Her work engages
readers in a critical analysis of what Esperanza School represents for the community. Rodriguez explores the
characteristics that have made Esperanza School a community school; in vivid, life-like detail, she describes how
Esperanza School functions as the heart of the community by providing opportunities for impoverished youth to attend the
school, facilitating relationships with a nearby orphanage, and developing professional development workshops for rural
teachers. Rodriguez narrates the story of Esperanza School’s establishment, interactions within the community, and the
characteristics of the school personnel that illuminate the social justice mission of the school and create new possibilities
for the community. Throughout Rodriguez discusses how Esperanza School represents hope for quality education in this
community, and ultimately, in her country, Honduras.
Unlike many studies on community schools, this book deals with the reality of the community and the school’s impact on
the community. The book compliments and extends the existing literature on community schools by focusing on the
students’, teachers’ and founders’ experience of studying and working in Esperanza School. Rodriguez has been involved
with Esperanza School for ten years; her personal passionate commitments to this school, and to her country, are
illuminated in stories of her participation in the school. Through a multicultural and cross-cultural narrative inquiry
methodological framework, a deeper understanding of the ideological, cultural and educational experiences of creating a
community school, working in one, and the impact of having a community school are presented. A philosophical framework
developed from the work of Paulo Freire and John Dewey provides an analytical lens to examine schooling in Honduras.
The picture that emerges from this book provides a guide for ways to make a difference in the Honduran educational
system and other developing countries.
Pre-service and in-service teachers, educational researchers, administrators, educational policy makers, and those who
advocate for educational settings and schools for impoverished communities can learn from this book. It is a representation
of a necessity for developing countries to improve the education in schools: from ineffective public schools to community
schools for all.
CONTENTS: Series Foreword, Ming Fang He and JoAnn Phillion. Foreword, William Schubert. My Story as a Honduran
Educator and Researcher. Acknowledgments. 1. A Snapshot of Honduras. 2. What is a Grassroots Community School? 3.
Paulo Freire and John Dewey: Community and Practice. 4. Educational Possibilities for Honduras. 5. Esperanza School and
the People Who Matter. 6. Realities and Dilemmas. 7. A Dialogue about Esperanza School. 8. Hopes and Expectations.
Afterword. Glossary. References.

Dreams Deferred
Dropping Out and Struggling Forward
Chris Liska Carger, Northern Illinois University
2009. Paperback 978-1-60752-132-7 $45.99. Hardcover 978-1-60752-133-4 $85.99. eBook
9781607523383 $74.

(Sponsorship: AERA Division B, Division K, and Bilingual Education SIG)
In Dreams Deferred, a follow-up to Of Borders and Dreams (1996), Chris Carger takes us further into the life of Alejandro
Juarez, Jr., and his family. This work envelopes readers in “la vida real,” real life. Carger followed Alejandro for thirteen
years, as he moved from school to school, experienced difficult relationships with his peers, dropped out of high school,
struggled with employment and an early marriage. The compelling story of Alejandro’s parents obtaining U. S. citizenship
parallels the border crossing story of Carger’s first book and illuminates triumphs and tragedies the family, and many

other immigrants, experience as they negotiate life in the United States, and as they, all too often, have to forsake their
hopes and dreams. There are no easy answers, nor happy endings, to the story of Alejandro and his family.
Unlike many studies on dropping out, Alejandro, his family, and his community are viewed from a positive perspective
versus deficit, “at risk,” models in dropout research. The book fits into a newly evolving, increasingly important, research
paradigm that focuses on students’ experience in the context of families, communities, and schools, and deals with issues
of language, culture, and power related to multiculturalism and social justice. This book informs pre-service and in-service
teachers, educational researchers, administrators, educational policy makers, and those who advocate for people are
marginalized because of cultural, linguistic issues and learning challenges. It is a timely reflection on a problem that is at
the intersection of this nation’s immigration controversies and dropout crisis.

Personal ~ Passionate ~ Participatory
Inquiry into Social Justice in Education
Ming Fang He, Georgia Southern University; JoAnn Phillion, Purdue University
2008. Paperback 978-1-59311-975-1 $45.99. Hardcover 978-1-59311-976-8 $85.99. eBook
9781607529309 $74.

Scope of the Book: Personal~Passionate~Participatory Inquiry into Social Justice in Education, the first book in the series,
features 14 programs of social justice oriented research on life in schools, families, and communities. This work, done by a
diverse group of practitioner researchers, educators, and scholars, connects the personal with the political, the theoretical
with the practical, and research with social and educational change. These inquiries demonstrate three distinct qualities.
Each is personal, compelled by values and experiences researchers bring to the work. Each is passionate, grounded in a
commitment to social justice concerns of people and places under consideration. Each is participatory, built on long-term,
heart-felt engagement, and shared efforts. The principle aspect of the inquiries featured in the book series that distinguish
it from others is that researchers are not detached observers, nor putatively objective recorders, but active participants in
schools, families, and communities. Researchers have explicit research agendas that focus on equity, equality, and social
justice. Rather than aiming solely at traditional educational research outcomes, positive social and educational change is
the focal outcome of inquiry. The researchers are diverse and their inquiries are far ranging in terms of content, people
and geographic locations studied. These studies reflect new and exciting ways of researching and representing experience
of the disenfranchised, underrepresented, and invisible groups seldom discussed in the literature, and challenge
stereotypical or deficit oriented perspectives on these groups. This book informs pre-service and in-service teachers,
educators, educational researchers, administrators, and educational policy makers, particularly those who advocate for
people who are marginalized and those who are committed to the enactment of social justice and positive educational and
social change.
CONTENTS: Preface, William Ayers. Personal~Passionate~Participatory Inquiry: Research for Social Justice, Ming Fang
He & JoAnn Phillion. Stitched From the Soul: An Autobiographical Inquiry of a Black Woman Principal, Sonya D. Jefferson.
Teen Mom: A Black Feminist Inquiry, Dell Wilkerson. Resilient Lives: African American Women Scholars, Paula Booker
Baker. Self, Others, and Jump Rope Communities: An Oral History of the Triumphs of African American Women, Wynnetta
Scott-Simmons. Using Literature to Develop Empathy and Compassion in Pre-service Teachers: A First Step in Preparing
Culturally Responsive Teachers, Lyndall Muschell. A Curriculum of Imagination in an Era of Standardization, Robert Lake.
A Quiet Awakening: Spinning Yarns From Granny's Table in the New Rural South, Angela Haynes. African American
Students with Reading Disabilities: A Critical Race Inquiry, Margie Wiggins Sweatman. Language, Culture, and Identity:
Immigrant Female Students in U. S. High Schools, Joanna Stoughton Cavan. Reading Through Brown Eyes: A Culturally
Congruent Reading Curriculum, Clara Taylor. Dalton's Suicide: Dealing with Student Death in Education, Teresa Rishel.
Stories of Successful Native American Women in Academia, Angela Jaime. It Starts at Home: The Familial Relationship of
Scholarship, Education, and Advocacy, Tammy Turner Vorbeck. Becoming an Agent of Social Change: Women’s Stories of
Sweatshops and Sweetshops, Betty Christine Eng. Potentials, Contributions, Concerns, and Future Directions, JoAnn
Phillion & Ming Fang He.
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